ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR: HEADS OF CONSTITUTIONAL BODIES, DEPARTMENTS, BUREAUS AND AGENCIES OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT, LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS, GOVERNMENT-OWNED OR CONTROLLED CORPORATIONS WITH ORIGINAL CHARTERS, AND STATE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

SUBJECT: WIPO - IPOPHL Summer School

In continuing its mandate to increase awareness and knowledge on Intellectual Property (IP), the Intellectual Property Office of the Philippines (IPOPHL), through its IP Academy, in partnership with the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO), will conduct the 2nd run of the WIPO - IPOPHL Summer School with the theme “Intellectual Property for Emerging Economies”.

The WIPO-IPOPHL Summer School is an extensive and comprehensive 10-day lecture series which aims to provide an opportunity for graduate students and professionals to acquire a deeper understanding in IP, how it can be used as a tool for sustainable, socio-cultural and economic development of emerging economies, as well as, exposing and informing them about the role of WIPO in the administration and provision of global IP Services.

The WIPO-IPOPHL Summer School will be held online via Zoom from August 9-20 at 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM. Interested government employees may register at: https://bit.ly/WIPOIPOPHLSummerSchoolPreReg.

For further details and information, Agencies and interested participants may coordinate with IPOPHL at telephone number 238-6300 loc. 1008 or through email at ipacademy@ipophil.gov.ph.
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